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TO ALL: THANK YOU!

This week, embracing our new stall timetable, we’ve been in full swing providing the
community of all three boroughs with as much support as we could. Our amazing
volunteers put in solid ground work standing outside supermarkets to make this happen.
Behind the scenes, we also have an incredible number of volunteers working on making
us as strong as we are, and stronger. Keep an eye out for next week's newsletter where
we’ll be sharing our teams of superstars!
Craig Wellstead (one of our three co-founders) and volunteer Lily McConnell were invited
to say farewell to the assistant of Mitcham & Morden MP, Siobhain McDonagh, and they
were blown away with the responses to the work we have done since we launched. We
knew Siobhan McDonagh had been one of our massive supporters since the beginning,
but we had no idea that many others were just as impressed. There were representatives
from a wide variety of organisations who are dedicated to supporting the local community,
just like us, and their feedback to us was overwhelming. This is all thanks to you, every
single one of you. Every hour, every minute has made this possible. From every apple
to every box of cereal donated, this would not be possible without our volunteers and
shoppers. We will say it over and over, THANK YOU!
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Our Distribution Hub
With all three hubs merged, we’re all settled
and our hub is in full swing with deliveries
going out 7 days a week to all three
boroughs. We have agencies collecting
from us 7 days a week with cars and vans
full to the brim of food to take back. That was
over 1000 food boxes this week between
agencies and individual households. From
the Polish Association, which takes exactly
what it needs and not a loaf of bread more,
to the Earlsfield food bank. Everyone gets
what they need to make sure we’re reaching
as many people as possible.
The hub, managed by Craig alongside
Tim and Morgen is located at the edge of
Wandsworth and Merton, off plough lane.
Exactly where we should be being a group
influenced by the spirit of AFC Wimbledon.
We have deliveries from stalls coming in 3
times a day needing to be unpacked into their categories. We do this whilst also making
up our weekly food boxes for our clients and packing our daily fruit and veg bags. We
have agencies coming in and out daily. When we say it’s in full swing, it really is. The
hub has a great buzz that does not stop. Between the giggles and Craig’s homemade
sandwiches for lunch, you’d be mad not to want to see it in action. There are day one
hub workers that still come back as well as new hub workers coming to join the team
and enjoying it just as much. It has a magic energy that matches the group which is why
people keep coming back. Fancy experiencing it for yourself? Drop Craig a message on
WhatsApp or get in touch on dlagvolunteer@afcwimbledon
dlagvolunteer@afcwimbledon..org.uk
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New Volunteer: Bella
I wanted to say how much I enjoyed my first
shift with Dons Local Action Group helping
to collect food donations. I have always
been a people person and enjoy meeting
and discovering new things. I love the fact
that this initiative has grown successfully
in such a turbulent year for so many. DLAG
address food poverty in our community by
providing weekly food parcels to vulnerable
people. I was genuinely surprised to hear
that and the vital work being done by the
group who provided over 2,500 essential
food packages weekly at its peak, which is
amazing.
I felt that I could offer my time to this vital service and play an active role in society. I
am a freelance blogger and a mum of one. Through personal experience Volunteering
helps you to meet people from all walks of life and gives you the chance to form real
relationships that can have a lasting impact on life.
After a chat with Craig, one of the founders of the group, I knew this would be a positive
experience. The DLAG team have been so welcoming and a personal thanks to Craig, Lilly
and Jeremy for telling me more about the work being done. Everyone I've met so far has
been brilliant to talk to and has an energetic catchy enthusiasm!
I feel that volunteering is to be treated with the utmost respect and it's a fun and great
way to meet people even briefly and appreciate the generosity of shoppers!
Volunteering with DLAG enables people to contribute to positive social change doing good
for others to create a natural sense of accomplishment. Time is a precious commodity of
course and I would highly recommend it to anyone who has time to spare no matter how
little or a lot!
Wishing everyone at DLAG continued success, see you soon!
Best wishes
Bella x
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